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No. RRB/ADI/E(R&T)/03/2015/NTPC Graduate

Phone & Fax No: (079) 22940858
Date:- 20/09/2018

Replacement result of Goods Guard (Cat. No.4) against CEN No. 03/2015
Based on performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) and 2nd stage CBT
conducted during 28/03/2016 to 05/05/2016 (1st CBT), 17/01/2017 to 19/01/2017 (2nd
CBT) respectively; followed by verification of documents and genuineness of
candidature conducted during 28/08/2017 to 26/09/2017 and from 09/10/2017 to
11/10/2017, results were notified on various dates in the past including replacement
result notified on 17/07/2018.
To meet with the emergent requirement, a panel of 10 candidates for this post is to be
given to Western Railway as per Railway Board’s orders on additional account.
Accordingly, the following candidates, whose Roll Nos. are given below, are found
provisionally suitable for appointment. Their names have been recommended to the
General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering
appointment.
UR - 06 (Six) Candidates
11312045270005 11314170160007 11314273170035 11314548460016 11314990230024
11317992430011
ST - 04 (Four) Candidates
11330063570020 11331118430033 11333243490005 11334441510004

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her
to any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent and medical test to be undertaken by the appointing
authority. Appointment letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB
Ahmedabad reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing
mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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